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vision for transforming 
the gold market
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When I talk about how the World 

Gold Council first started working on 

the Gold247 programme, I always go 

back to my former career at Credit 

Suisse. During my last five years 

there, I ran the firm’s global macro 

division, international rates, FX, 

commodities and electronic trading. 

Significantly, and perhaps even 

ironically, I was also the person who 

shut down commodities trading at 

the bank –precious metals included.

Why? Because I saw the market 

as simply too difficult, risky and 

expensive to be involved with. 

Ultimately, closing the operation 

saved money and improved my 

return on capital. Fast forward a 

few years, and now it’s my purpose, 

and that of the World Gold Council, 

to figure out why the gold market 

is difficult, risky and expensive and 

change both the perception and the 

reality. 

148% Global gold considerers who have never bought and cited a lack of trust as a barrier to purchase; source: Retail gold insights 2019, 
World Gold Council.

240% Global gold considerers who have never bought and cited ease of purchase as a key requirement when buying gold. source: Retail gold 
insights 2019, World Gold Council
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When I first joined the World Gold 

Council, I identified four fundamental 

challenges facing the gold market.

Lack of trust: This is evident at both 

the retail and institutional levels. 

From our own research, we know 

that almost 50% of people don’t trust 

gold , which has led to warnings by 

regulators not to buy the product. 

I asked myself, where could I go to 

check the integrity of the product?

Accessibility: Our research also 

demonstrated that 40% of people 

don’t understand gold or how to 

safely access or invest in the asset, 

again leading to warnings from the 

regulators. I was left asking, where 

do I go or how do I safely access this 

product 24/7?

Highly fragmented global gold market: 
I often liken the gold market today 

to medieval England, with feudal 

leaders ruling over their own patch, 

working together in a haphazard 

and inefficient manner. Why were 

the markets not joined up and gold 

not fully fungible? Imagine if they 

were – it would be so much more 

attractive to global investors and 

asset managers.

Lack of global governance and 
regulatory oversight: Unlike 

many other markets, there is 

no overarching entity or body 

representing the entire supply 

chain working for and on behalf 

of the industry. I asked – who has 

responsibility for our industry’s 

future? 

In that context, the World Gold 

Council has set out to solve for gold 

integrity, accessibility and fungibility 

–and that is what we call Gold247. 

We’ve been working on this initiative 

for several years now, mostly behind 

closed doors. However, I’m proud to 

say that the first critical step of this 

programme is well underway with the 

Gold Bar Integrity Programme.

The LBMA and World Gold Council 

partnered to develop and implement 

an international system of gold 

bar integrity. Using Blockchain to 

create an exhaustive, immutable 

database for all gold, the aim is to 

expand the trusted, closed-loop 

ecosystem which currently exists 

for the 400oz gold bar market, to 

incorporate smaller bars including 

kilo-bars. This will help consumers, 

investors and all market participants 

trust that their gold is authentic, and 

has been responsibly produced and 

sourced. Adoption of this database 

is the critical foundation for a more 

accessible and fungible market that 

will unlock greater demand. 

While details on the accessibility 

and fungibility aspects of our 

programme will have to remain 

under wraps for now, I can say 

there is work happening now to help 

ensure the market goes through a 

digital transformation. This will allow 

gold can have a place in modern 

investment portfolios and will 

continue to be relevant for the future 

generations of investors. 

Our aim is to make gold accessible 

24 hours a day, seven days a 

week. This will require removal of 

barriers to participation at both a 

retail and institutional level, and 

the introduction of modern market 

infrastructure. The digitalisation and 

tokenisation of gold is the essential 

component of modernising the gold 

market to make it more accessible to 

investors. 

Part of this transformation is about 

making gold a fully fungible market. 

The current global market structure 

is hugely fragmented and prevents 

gold from being an easily tradeable 

and globally transferable financial 

asset. For gold to be accessible and 

fully fungible, the entire industry must 

work together to establish a global 

standard to which all participants 

can adhere. An agnostic, freely 

exchangeable token representing 

this agreed standard will de-

fragment the market and increase 

transparency, trust, participation and 

demand for gold. 

And finally, the entire gold value 

chain must work together in a formal 

capacity to chart the next five, ten 

and 25-year journey and vision 

for the industry, looking beyond 

the focus on the short-term and 

their own share of the market to 

the growth and sustainability of 

the longer-term global market as a 

whole. 

In conclusion, we have a 

transformational opportunity before 

us. Technology has finally given us 

the chance to place gold alongside 

all other mainstream financial assets 

and remove the barriers that have 

held it back for so long. Gold247 

will transform gold. The Gold Bar 

Integrity programme is already 

underway, and the World Gold 

Council will continue to work with 

the entire gold industry to drive this 

initiative forward. Digitalisation will 

allow many to access gold for the 

first time, and it will boost investor 

participation. No one stakeholder 

can do this on their own. Only the 

entire industry, working together as 

one, can make this happen. 




